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In this paper, we shall show that a von Neumann algebra ff/ is
isomorphic to the crossed product G(R) of a yon Neumann subalgebra
implemented by a
of t/ by a group G of automorphisms of
unitary group in
under certain conditions. This result is a generalization of two theorems of Golodets [3].
and
be a yon Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space
1. Let
let G be a discrete group of (*-) automorphisms of
On the Hilbert space (R)/2(G), the tensor product of and l(G),
define a representation I of y7 by

,

y’ g-(A)(R),
(R))
I(A)(o
and in g$, where is an orthonormal basis in l(G)
o

or each A in

s

such that

q(h)-- 1 (g=h)

g, h G.
0 (g=/= h),
Letting G act as a permutation group in t(R)/2(G), we obtain a
unitary representation Vq of G such that

V( (R)

,

g e G,
_(R),
One can then verify that I is a aithful normal representation
/

with the covariance formula

g e G, A
VqI(A)V* -I(g(A)),
algebra
acting
the
von
on (R)l(G) generated by
Neumann
Then
I() and Ve is called the crossed product G(R) of by G.
be a yon Neumann algebra acting on a
Theorem 1. Let
Hilbert space d7 a yon Neumann subalgebra of l and G a discrete
group of automorphisms of
Assume that (l,, G) satisfies the
following three conditions;
(1) there is a unitary representation Uq of G into t with g(A)
--UqAU* for g in G and A in
(2) l admits a cyclic vector with (UqA, )=0 for g( 1) in G
and A in
and
(3) l is generated by and

,

,

.

,
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by
Then
is spatially isomorphic to the crossed product G(R) of
G on o(R)l(G) for some subspace of
For the proof of Theorem 1, we need the ollowing lemma.
Lemma 2. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 1, the
equals to the direct sum
Hilbert space
Uqo, where is the
gG
subspace of generated by the set (A A
Proof. By the assumptions (1) and (2),
l:/:g G, A, B e
(UB, A)--(Ug-(A*)B, )--O,
It implies that 0 is orthogonal to Uq0 for every g(:/: 1) in G. Let x
be an element in which is orthogonal to Uq0 or every g in G. Since
/is generated by 4 and Ue, then we have, by the definition .of 0,
that (x, T)--0 or every T in Yt/. On the other hand, is a cyclic
vector or /. Hence we have that x-0. Thus, is represented to
the direct sum of {U2; g e G}.
Now, we shall prove Theorem 1.
By Lemma 2, every element x in is represented by the form
x=
Ux,
xe

o

. .

o

,

o.

(

Define a mapping W of

to 0(R)/2(G) by

,
Ux)=ox(R)
W(
isomorphism of onto

x e o,

then W is an
o(R)l(G).
By the definition o 0, we can regard as avon Neumann algebra
acting on 0. Then the crossed product G(R) of j by G is the von
Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space o(R)l(G).
Let be a mapping of /to .L" (0(R)/2(G)) by
(T)= WTW*
for T in /, then satisfies that
q(A) I(A),
Ae
and that
g e G.
q(Uq)--Vq,
In fact,

,,

W

(Uog-(A)x)
gGG

for all A in

and

x in o, and

g-(A)xo@s
gGG
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for all g ia G and x in 0.
On the other hand,
and Ue, and G(R) is
is generated by
generated by I() and Va.
Thus is an spatial isomorphism of /onto G(R).
Let /be avon Neumann algebra and
a von Neumann subalgebra of ff/. A positive linear mapping e of /oato
expectation o l onto
i e satisfies that e(I)--I and e(AB)--Ae(B)
or all A.in /and B in
An expectatioa e of /onto 3 is called
faithful if e(T)--O or a positive operator T i t/implies that T--O.
An expectation e o / onto
is called normal if A, A implies
or
and
e(A)
e(A,) T
A in
A,
As a corollary o Lemma 2, we shall obtain the ollowing"
Corollary :. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 1, there
exists a faithful normal expectation e of
onto such that e(Uq)-O
g(=/=
all
1)
G.
in
for
Proof. Let E be the projection of $3 on 0 (the subspace in
Lemma 2), then E is contained in the commutant
of
and
{g(E) g e G} is an orthogonal amily of projections in /’ with g(E)

.

,
’ ,

--1 because is the direct sum of (Uqo;g e G} by Lemma 2. That
is, G is a shift o
in the sense o [2] if we define an action o g in
G by
g(A’)= UA’U*
for every A’ in ’.

’

Put

.
.
.
e(T)=

g(E)Tg(E)

or every T in /, then it is clear that e(Uq)-=O if
--A or all A in
Since /is generated by

g:/:l and that e(A)
and Ue, it ollows
that e is a mapping of /onto
So, e is a normal expectation of //
onto
Take T in ff/ such that e(T*T)--O. By the property of
{g(E) g e G}, it ollows that g(E)T*Tg(E)=O or every g in G, so that
Tg(E)--O, or every g in G. It implies that T-----0, [1].
Thus e is a aithul normal expectation o /onto
with e(U)
=0 for g:/: 1.
The following theorem shows that the existence of such an expectation e is also a sufficient condition that ff/is isomorphic to G(R).
Theorem 4. Let t be a yon Neumann algebra acting on a
separable Hilbert space
a yon Neumann subalgebra of l and G
a discrete group of automorphismS of
Assume that (i,
G)
satisfies the following three conditions;
(1) there exists a unitary representation U of G into
with
g(A)-UqA U* for g in G and A in
(29 there exists a faithful normal expectation e of tl onto with

.

,

,

,
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e(U) 0 if g :/: 1, and

is generated by
and Ua.
(3)
by G.
Then l is isomorphic to the crossed product G(R) of
Proof. Let be a faithful normal state on ). Put
( T) 4x(e( T))
for all T in /, then is a faithful normal state on
Let be the representation space of by nd _L() the algebra
Denote by the isomorphism of
of all bounded operators on
Then
into _L’() defined by and by the cyclic vector for () in
(, ) satisfies that (T)=(=(T), ) for every T in
Letting G act as an automorphism group of () such that
Ae
and g e G,
g((A))==(U)(A)=(U)*,
we obtain a unitary representation z(U) of G into =() which satisfies
the condition (1) in Theorem 1.
By the property of e, we have that
((U)(A), ) (UA) 4z(e(UA)) (e(U)A) -0,
or all A in and g(:/: 1) in G. Hence the condition (2) in Theorem 1
is satisfied. It is clear that (/) is generated by () and (U).
Thus by Theorem 1 () is isomorphic to the crossed product G(R)()
of r() by G.
On the other hand, by the definition of the action of G on (),
Hence
we have that g((A))=(g(A)) or every g in G and A in
G(R)z() is isomorphic to G(R), (see or instance [7, Proposition 3.4]).
is isomorphic to G(R).
Therefore
Let be a yon Neumann algebra and g an automorphism of
if or B in
g is called freely acting on
or all A in
BA =g(A)B,
is called freely actimplies B=0. A group G o automorphisms o
[4].
ing on
i every g(=/= 1) in G is reely acting on
yon
;.
a yon
algebra,
Neumann
a
Let
be
Corollary
l
Neumann subalgebra of l and G a discrete group of automorphisms
Assume that (tl, G) satisfies the following three conditions;
of
with
(1) there exists a unitary representation U of G into
g(A)--UAU* for g in G and A in
onto
(2") there exists a faithful normal expectation e of
and
and G is freely acting on
and Ua.
is generated by
(3)
by G.
Then l is isomorphic to the crossed product G(R) of
Proof. Take a g(=/= 1) in G. By the assumption (1),

,

.

.

.

,

.

or all A in
or M1 A in

,
,
,

..

.

UA =g(A)U
It implies that
e(U)A=g(A)e(U)
Since g is reely acting on

,

it ollows that e(Uz)--O.
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Thus (,, G)satisfies the conditions (1), (2’)and (3) in Theorem 4.

Hence, by Theorem 4, /is isomorphic to G(R).
This corollary is a generalization of [3, Theorem 1.5.2] and [3,
Theorem 1.7.2].
Theorem 1.5.2 in [3] is that or (/,
G) with the properties (l)
and (3) in Corollary 5, where /is a II-actor,
is a II-subactor of
and G is an outer automorphism group of j. Theorem 1.7.2 in
G) with the properties (1) and (3) in Corollary 5,
[3] is that or (/,
yon
is a yon
Neumann algebra with a finite trace,
where /is a
and G is an automorphism group o
Neumann subalgebra o1
reely acting on the center of

,

,

.
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